QA3
Variable Height Patient Trolley

Super lightweight yet rigidly constructed patient trolley

Improved standards of care
The QA3 Variable Height Patient Trolley series which has been designed for patient transport in the theatre and casualty areas with the versatility to be used for examinations, intubations and radiography. Designed following comprehensive research into patient trolley function and ergonomics, using the latest materials and manufacturing methods, the QA3 Series is a super lightweight yet rigidly constructed patient trolley for the 21st century.

**VERTICALLY OPERATED COTSIDES**

**K8 PRESSURE CARE MATTRESS**
Manufactured from body moulded foam and through its sensitivity to temperature, this gel feel foam actually moulds to the shape of the patients body, thus relieving pressure by distributing the load as evenly as possible. Developed with the flexible stretch properties of Lycra®, this outer material is anti micro bacterial water-resistant, vapour permeable & latex free.

**CLEANING**
The quality materials and construction ensure that the trolley maintains its good appearance throughout its working life.

**MAXIMUM EASE OF MANOEUVRABILITY**
Weight reduction combined with polyurethane tyred castors and an advanced steering system employing a unique centrally pivoted fifth wheel makes this piece of equipment a highly manoeuvrable trolley, easily guided by one person.

**ADVANCED BRAKING**
This exceptional stable platform includes a single bar advanced braking system that allow all four castors to be braked simultaneously from either side of the trolley.

**GAS ASSISTED BACKLIFT**
Unique design precision controlled easy lift system enhances both user and patient comfort.

**HYDRAULIC TILT MECHANISM**
Provides an extremely smooth and controlled TRENDELENBERG facility.

**FIXED TRANSFUSION POLE**
Telescopic height adjustable transfusion pole which folds neatly away.

**HYDRAULIC LIFT MECHANISM**
Operated by pedals on either side of the trolley.

**SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT YET RIGID MOULDED CONSTRUCTION**
Giving durable wear resistant finish.

**A & E TROLLEY**
A specially designed version of the QA3 for Accident & Emergency departments is available. This will include an x-ray translucent platform, a medirail and the K8 pressure care mattress. Optional features include a Monitor shelf and a Venturi Suction System.
QA3 SERIES

Cat No
QA3 Variable Height Patient Trolley (non x-ray) c/w K8 Pressure Care Mattress 21110
QA3 Variable Height Patient Trolley (with x-ray translucent platform & Medirail) c/w K8 pressure care mattress 21120

STANDARD FEATURES

Hydraulic Lift Mechanism - pedal operated.
Precision Controlled Trendelenberg Tilt - hand operated.
Latest Castor technology, including a fifth wheel.
Advanced braking system.
Gas Assisted Backrest - Adjustable from horizontal to near vertical.
Moulded Construction - giving a durable wear resistant finish.
Vertically operated Cotsides - added feature of a horizontal position.
Fixed telescopic transfusion pole.
K8 pressure care mattress.
Oxygen Cylinder Trough. F Size - Side loading.
Patient Utility Trays.
Rotating Buffers to head & foot ends.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Cat No
Medirail 21130
Emergency venturi suction system 21145
Foot end stop/monitor shelf 21150
Spare transfusion pole 21160
Blue cotside covers 21170
Childprint cotside covers 21180
K8 pressure care mattress 21190

DIMENSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Length</th>
<th>Overall Width</th>
<th>Height Range (Standard)</th>
<th>Height Range (x-ray)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2100mm</td>
<td>690mm</td>
<td>575mm to 825mm</td>
<td>625mm to 875mm</td>
<td>110kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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